
October 1, 2019

#PSI     Live w/ Jedi Reach 60: Text Consumption and Beat-Down Hypnosis /   
Submission
It's a subtle tactic, both intentionally and unintentionally, to keep 'beating the drum' so others would 
sooner or later become frustrated, wonder if the drummer is right, then eventually, sing and dance to the
hypnotic music. Indeed, even the vile, slanderous words which at first may be laughed and chuckled at 
must be given a close examination - for if one consumes themselves deep into whatever environment, 
including text messaging and reading, then they will become consumed by it. This is especially true in 
regard to reading because reading forces the brain to bubble with cognitions. It makes the brain active 
and this can easily lead to overthinking which overstuffs the cognitive processes, leading to anxiety, 
fear and doubt. When this happens, the drummer, or the convincer, is successful. From there, the 
drummer simply has to keep drumming and the broken human being inevitably falls enslaved to their 
message or cause.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hd1HMK2NaxY

Text Consumption and Beat-Down Hypnosis / Submission
Religion can be considered the founding father of many sub-products of convincing and 'selling', the 
most obvious of these offspring being marketing and advertising as its direct purpose is to sell one a 
product. However, this method of convincing is not by any means limited solely to marketing, rather, it 
has been deeply rooted into the very fabric of society and finds strong concentration based on culture 
and genetics. This is especially true in regard to American culture which has made itself into being the 
most televised culture in the world, and thus, a naturally convincing-based culture which is generally 
soaked and coated with coercion. This can especially be seen when American idealism of freedom and 
democracy is completely opposite of their actual execution because in most cases this so-called 
democracy or defense of freedom is done out of force, thereby eliminating any possibility for true 
goodness, peace, freedom and harmony to come about. 
https://www.patreon.com/psiproductions to read more!

User Posted:
“Difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations.” - Author Unknown
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User Posted:
“Knowledge comes from learning. Wisdom comes from living.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
“HIGHER THOUGHTS, HIGHER ENERGIES, HIGHER VIBRATIONS, HIGHER FREQUENCIES, 
HIGHER DIMENSIONS, HIGHER EXPERIENCES” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
To those that dedicate themselves to greatest power, to the infinite, to the love, and to the truth, no harm
can come about you, no criticism can shake you, no evils can overcome, days are filled with wonder, 
nature is your ally, your thoughts are filled with the most beautiful music imaginable, You are are as 
tranquil as a waterfall, as stern as a mountain, as free as the birds, and as loving as nature. 

User Posted:
“The Ten Commandments of Logic

1. Thou shalt not attack the person’s character, but the argument. (Ad hominem)
2. Thou shalt not misrepresent or exaggerate a person’s argument in order to make it easier to attack. 
(Straw man fallacy)
3. Thou shalt not use small numbers to represent the all. (Hasty generalization)
4. Thou shalt not argue thy position by assuming one of its premises is true. (Begging the question)
5. Thou shalt not claim that because something occurred before, it must be the cause. (Post hoc/False 
cause)
6. Thou shalt not reduce the argument down to two possibilities. (False dichotomy)
7. Thou shalt not argue that because of our ignorance, a claim must be true or false. (Ad ignorantum)
8. Thou shalt not lay the burden of proof onto him that is questioning the claim. (Burden of proof 
reversal)
9. Thou shalt not assume “this” follows “that” when there is no logical connection. (Non sequitur)
10. Thou shalt not argue that because a premise is popular, therefor it must be true. (Bandwagon 
fallacy)”
- Source Unknown

October 2, 2019

User Posted:
“All that was great in the past was ridiculed, condemned, combated, suppressed – only to emerge all 
the more powerfully, all the more triumphantly from the struggle.” - Nikola Tesla 

User Posted:
“The sound of the rain needs no translation.” - Alan Watts

User Posted Video:
Overpopulation – The Human Explosion Explained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsBT5EQt348
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October 3, 2019

Responsibility of Information
Human beings, in the simplest of terms and mannerisms, can be considered, at the end of the day, to be 
bits and pieces trading and exchanging information. The content of this information can of course vary 
infinitely, however, the bottom line is that there is always an exchange of information - whether that is 
to tell one to go there, love, receive love, hate, receive hate, do, take, give, knowledge, wisdom, and on 
and on it goes as these are only but few of the infinite variables. However, it is the case that 
communication requires both parties to engage for proper communication. Nevertheless, the human 
being must do their best within relative capabilities, education and so forth, to communicate their ideas,
understandings and so forth as concisely, clearly and accurately as possible - despite the fact that any 
language of any sort still possess limitations. There are cases, however, and often times, when the 
human being may be engaged in a matter, a situation, be entrusted to a secret or given relevant 
information according to the path, the responsibility, the career, the work, the matter, and, or, dealing 
with things and people, and human beings often misuse this information terribly. 
https://www.patreon.com/psiproductions to read more!

User Posted:
“yin yang
The ancient symbol of harmony reminds us that life is a balancing act and most fulfilling when we 
learn to embrace its dualities:
the ups & downs
good times & bad
joys & challenges”
- Author Unknown

User Posted:
As every day passes, the more I realize how important our work here is and for the future of humanity. 
We all need to understand how important this mission is on a daily basis and find ways to include it 
into our daily lives. 

October 4, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 61: Remaining Good / Reap What You Sow  
Regardless of however good one has become or the achievements they've made, even if they've saved 
the world multiple times, one must always remain vigilant, balanced and continue growing, evolving 
and applying what has been learned in different states, variations and places. All too often, evil 
consumes those who were once on the right path, and regardless of knowledge concerning cause and 
effect - causality falls upon the ignorant just as much as it does the wise. No matter if the intention is 
good and evil is done, then one must answer for the effects of their causes. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77HD4D-gd-0

User Posted:
“You can change the world by just being a warm, kindhearted human being.” - Author Unknown
“The force of Love can change this planet.” - Author Unknown
“The strength of your thoughts will help you to create your own reality.” - Random fortune cookie
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October 5, 2019

User Posted:
“All teachings are mere references. The true experience is living your own life. Then, even the holiest 
of words are only words.” - Ming-Dao Deng
Be present.
“Your presence is a gift to the world.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
Thoughts of the day: 
While we strive for peace, happiness, harmony and love and have created them for ourselves and our 
lives, out there in the world there is hate, violence, anger, greed, fear and despair. Sometimes it is sad to
see how little most people have of it, how dark it is out there, without the glow of love, without true 
friends, or the possibility of making a real difference. You might think that no one has really learned 
anything here. That's why it's now up to each individual to take responsibility for himself, to shape his 
life and to help shape the big picture. With a lot of courage and commitment this is possible. With 
confidence in our own strength, as best we can, as best we can. 

The human being must consistently whisper good, powerful words and thoughts to themselves. 
He/she should always remind themselves using their might that they are strong, healthy, wise, 
loving, peaceful, compassionate, positive-equalized and the like. What one tells themselves is what 
one ultimately becomes, and when the times of the storms come, then he/she will be ready for it with 
what they have programmed into their overall consciousness block. 

EXAMPLE:
- I am always moving ahead, no matter what happens, I turn negative into positive and I am always 
victorious.
- My thoughts remain pure - full of love, peace, serenity and wisdom. No negative thinking can 
consume me.
- I am immune against all evil, no weapon formed against me shall ever prosper.
- I always remain calm, relaxed and patient for the truth and wisdom are my allies - it leads me to the 
best outcomes.
- I am always successful, I always accomplish my goals and dreams no matter what obstacles are 
thrown at me.
- I am always learning and applying, nothing can keep me down.
- I am unstoppable, I never give up and I never surrender.

One should refrain as much as possible, even in a joking manner, of whispering to themselves and 
others negative words. This is even more amplified when the human being has not built strong-enough 
mental blocks against outside influences, regardless of positive or negative. He/she must constantly 
keep themselves in check for their "kingdom of heaven" so to speak, is in their consciousness and what 
one builds is what one gets. 
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Proper Consciousness Programming Promotes Spiritual Growth
What the general mass of earth humans would consider to be physical and spiritual are different 
condensations and densities of ALL-Creation. Therefore the idea that only the spirit-dimension is 
'spiritual' is false, for indeed, all can be considered spiritual; essentially, Creational, because all is 
indeed Creation expressing itself in varying, unfolding, infinite forms. The earth human has often 
found his/herself in a one-sidedness, largely thanks to religious influences which includes isolationist-
monk-life philosophies. This is not to say religions have given all bad to human beings, because there 
are some things that are quite wise and true. Indeed, religion is baked with half-truths which makes it 
much easier for people to slip into and become lost. If it were the case that all of religious teachings 
were lies then they would have no followings because it would be an easy-to-identify illogical mess. 
Yet this is not the case because there are also the times where religions may teach some very good 
things for mankind - including several meditative practices and ideas found in eastern religions in sects 
of Hinduism and Buddhism. Even Christianity and Islam contain bits and pieces of wisdom despite the 
enormous amount of distortion in them from the once true teachings of Jmmanuel and Mohammed. 
These references are important to identify because the more the human being lives a true-reality based 
life, which should really be the replace for the so-called 'spiritual' life, then he/she becomes 
increasingly aware that all of the texts, doctrines, arcana, and so forth they may discover and read, can 
only be, at best, guidelines, because the true so-called spiritual living is in fact living and experiencing 
reality. Therefore a simply study of the guideline remains a study, a one-side of the coin, which the 
earth human is all too used to. Their one-sidedness is easy to see with materialism and material-based 
logic which in no way reflects Creational-spirit-logic, the true timelessness which gives the directive-
leading-force to physical expressions (creatures, plants, birds, bees, all physical), the latter of which is 
indeed subject to die yet repeat in similar forms such as the case with reincarnations. Indeed, though 
one may reincarnate time and time again, he/she is not the same personality as they were in previous 
lives yet the spirit remains the same, though grown. This is a timeless logic that requires deep 
reflecting. Yet is important to bring to the surface for the understanding of deeper secrets and mysteries
of Creation which requires not just a one-sidedness of any form which can include only reading 
doctrines and guidelines with little to no practical application in the actual life. As long as the earth 
human remains in this one-sidedness, afraid to even try actual living, then the secrets of the universe 
will remain closed to him/her. Even in the sciences of the earth human beings will always remain 
limited as long as they continue to think in a one-sided manner which in no way reflects true oneness-
unity which is a coming together of both polarities - positive and negative as one. Just as it is with the 
human body, there are multiple processes creating the human being and so also applies to reality at 
large. The earth human must, sooner or later, learn to adapt and grow in their higher senses in order to 
truly understand the totality of Creation. Though even what was said remains metaphoric because the 
totality of Creation is simply impossible to comprehend with human thinking brains. 
By understanding the combination, respect and honor of both sides like a proper marriage, same must 
also be applied to the consciousness and spiritual evolution. The physical consciousness is hooked to 
the spiritual counterpart and all its various processes. Therefore the proper thinking leads to proper 
food for the spirit which in turn leads to greater energy for the consciousness which then leads to 
greater thought, and so, the process continues over and over again in circular formation. What the 
human being thinks in mightiness is what they become, but what they also deposit into the 
consciousness is also the food that will be given to the spirit. Thus the human being must ask 
themselves - exactly what am I thinking? He/she must question themselves if they are thinking the right
thoughts, for the proper consciousness-programming leads to the proper spiritual-evolution. 
The human being must make it his/her duty for the sake of consciousness evolution and naturally, with 
it, spiritual evolution, that their thoughts are of a pristine, mighty, powerful, progressive, loving, 
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compassionate, harmonious, beautiful, strong, protective, light, positive-equalized nature. Yet it must 
be said that this is not a one-time stop where the human being finds this doctrine and suddenly rejoices 
that they get it. It is the case that such thinking requires a life-long dedication and commitment. Of 
course there may be periods where the human being needs their breaks from the labor of consciousness 
development, and that is completely fine, but the life itself must continue being a striving. Regardless 
of the victories won or the successes achieved, the human being must continue to work until the day 
they close their eyes. Of course it must also be mentioned that this word, 'work', can be vastly taken out
of context and only be applied to jobs, careers and so forth. Yet it must be known that jobs, careers, 
financial gain and so forth comes second to consciousness evolution, for consciousness evolution is the 
true life purpose and the only way to truly evolve the spirit. By evolution of the consciousness, it leads
to evolution of the spirit, and through this constant back and forth process, each existence (incarnation) 
becomes greater and greater. However, this benefit of increased spiritual power and wisdom does not 
only begin at the next lifetime, rather, it starts in the current if the work is nurtured and thoroughly 
applied throughout the life. Proper programming of the consciousness is like growing and maintaining 
a garden. It requires consistency, persistence, patience, care, love, understanding, knowledge, wisdom, 
joy, harmony and peace. One must not strap their consciousness into some kind of bondage where they 
condemn themselves for the sake of evolution, lest the personality will backfire and rebel against such 
savage dominance. He/she must be a good leader to themselves, knowing when they must hit the gas 
and when to hit the brake. He/she must know that their specific evolution is specifically tailored to 
them and there is no competition with anything or anyone else. The human being may become inspired 
by others, regardless of if that is in a negative or positive way, but he/she at the end of the day, and by 
extension, the life, must and can only, answer to themselves for the life they have lived. 
Therefore it is of critical importance that the human being sees to it that he/she develops their own 
methodology of consciousness development. Indeed, guides, including the words you are reading now, 
are good, but true wisdom is universal; meaning it can be applied in a varying forms adjusted and 
specifically tailored to whoever comes across it. That is the timelessness and preciousness of wisdom 
which is why it is truly the highest pearl. Wisdom is versatile and in no way a strict-by-the-book-only 
rule-set where the human being is unable to think for themselves. Wisdom is also acquired through 
experience which is why it is absolutely mandatory that the human being makes mistakes, and the 
greater the mistakes, setbacks, difficulties, obstacles, challenges and so forth, the greater the evolution 
of success, knowledge, love, wisdom, peace, harmony, and truth. The human being must learn to 
respect the incarnation they are in and use its 'deck of cards' so to speak, to their advantage. He/she 
must be able to identify their strong points and lesser as well, and use this, wisely, to become the 
strongest, wisest, most powerful human being relatively possible. Indeed, relatively is the key word 
because perfection is relative. There will be a time, a moment, a period, a place, where an action, a 
deed, a thought, a procedure, an execution, a plan, a follow-through, a commitment, a doing, etc. is 
absolutely necessary, mandatory, and indeed, relatively perfect. Yet that physical time must one day 
expire, and that which was once, physically acceptable, does not necessarily account to the future in its 
exactness. Timelessness moves to and fro as does the becoming and the passing and utilizes various 
forms as it spawns. This is a wisdom the earth human being must study very sufficiently because eons 
upon eons of one-sidedness has blinded them from understanding this basic truth, even to those who 
may have discovered the spiritual teaching. Again, reading, studying and talking is not enough because 
one must walk the talk and that is the other side of the coin that is often missing across the board with 
several earthling movements which may at first be an act of good but inevitably degenerate into mad 
evil simply because of the lack of understanding both sides of the coin and the necessity that they must 
be applied in equal measure. Yet primitive understanding of positive and negative also arises where the 
earth human believes they must be some half-good, half-evil monster which in no way reflects the 
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actuality of positive and negative. Once more, the human being must learn to adapt to their 
environment, incarnation and respect what each and every given lifetime to them must accomplish and 
do - for each lifetime, regardless of having the same spirit-form, is different. Its variation in the 
timelessness must be respected and the specific consciousness given to each human being is uniquely 
tailored for that personality. Each human being who reads and studies these words must take it upon 
themselves to go out and discover themselves and that of Creation in true, practical experience and 
utilize the given wisdom which comes only through the act of living and discovery. He/she must know 
that the only way forward is through the stable growth and labor of consciousness and while this can be
very slow for others due to various factors such as troubled childhoods, terrible educations, politics, 
religions and so forth, it can also be fast for others too, again depending on various circumstances. 
It is not a given, because one may be born into religiousness, politics or contain deformed genetics, that
they are suddenly screwed. Rather, it is fully possible those who have been born into the worst 
circumstances can flip this for the better and attain a tremendous evolution. At the same time, it's also 
possible that those born into nothing but good can have their evolutions stifled, and that can even 
include those who weren't born into a religious family. Again, it depends on the specific set of 
circumstances, consciousness, personality and spirit form which is completely unique and individual in 
its expression in order to go about creating consciousness evolution and by extension, spiritual growth. 
Yet it is the natural-born duty of every human being to investigate themselves and discover who they 
are, what their purpose is and why they must strive forward, along with the duration, how fast, how 
slow, the specific methodologies and so forth. Each and every human being lives their lives for 
themselves and it is completely their own self-responsibility what they make of it, for better or for 
worse. 

User Posted:
"You are not responsible for the programming you picked up in childhood. However, as an adult, 
you are one hundred percent responsible for fixing it." – Ken Keyes, Jr. 

User Posted:
“First they ignore you.
Then they laugh at you.
Then they fight you.
Then you win.” - Mahatma Gandhi

If any text or doctrine isn't promoting you to think for yourself, then you aren't reading the right things.
Of course it is possible that the actual doctrines themselves may be of good merit, concise and clear, 
relatively perfect, yet it is still the human beings reading them that must be able to generate self-
thought and self-cognition, and can still, based on their own relative development either understand or 
misunderstand. One must not get so caught up in their guides that they lose track of life and reality 
which can never be limited to texts. 

User Posted:
“Stop being afraid of what could go wrong and start being excited about what could go right.” 
- Author Unknown
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October 6, 2019

Science is Creation-Logic
http://psicortex.boards.net/thread/124/science-creation

User Posted:
Quick tip for people having trouble with meditation: Listening to leaves while it is a bit windy helps a 
lot. It’s a really high, penetrating, and smooth sound which makes it hard to be distracted.

User Posted:
“Be so completely yourself that everyone else feels safe to be themselves too.” - happybrainlife.com

User Posted Video:
Showing Mercy
https://youtu.be/gQAjxGG9D8Q

October 7, 2019

User Posted Video:
The Lady of the Lake (Pitch Lake)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3cg0VNA6r8

User Posted Video:
Christof Koch: Consciousness | MIT Artificial Intelligence (AI) Podcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piHkfmeU7Wo

October 8, 2019

User Posted:
That's exactly the problem of how Earthling educational systems function, particularly in the West. You
do not learn properly to learn. Learning is impossible without the spirit, hence my article on why 
Science indeed is Creation. Regardless of how some ignorant people perceive it, because no one will 
ever manage to create robot-Einsteins. Yet people are taught to be robotic and NPC, but yet even their 
robotic behavior could not be retained without the spirit.

User Posted Video:
Being a Straight Shooter and Not a Jerk – Jocko Willink
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Drlezymk9RY

User Posted:
Face your demons (worst fears) and remain vigilant. You'll unlock a power so great it will be 
unmatched when one has nothing to lose. 
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October 9, 2019

#PSI     Live w/ Jedi Reach 62: Facing Your Fears = Liberation / Your True Best   
Friend
Most of the time, the fear itself is what destroys progress and blocks the human being from moving 
forward, but when he/she finally decides to pucker up and develop courage, then take themselves 
through the storm, whatever of which that may be, he/she realizes all along that they indeed are their 
own best friend and they could've trusted themselves all along. One must aim to develop a loving, 
genuine relationship to themselves (consciousness) and be able to be their own guide, their own coach, 
their own motivator and this is never tested better during times of hardship. Problems, difficulties and 
errors are tremendous forms of gaining confidence, knowledge, power, love and wisdom, and one 
should never shy away from the heat in the kitchen - rather, grab the bull by the horns and face their 
fears.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKlqdivncLE

User Posted Video:
Nyxe Act 1: Awaken
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PalW0FJ-s14

User Posted Video:
Rejection of the Gift
Illidan: "Your faith in the light has blinded you, there can be no chosen one, only we can save 
ourselves."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Td0pUwrBWjc

User Posted Article:
Breathing as a Fundamental Rhythm of Brain Function
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fncir.2016.00115/full

October 10, 2019

When you can love those who hate you, you've acquired a tremendous spiritual-evolution that words 
simply cannot describe. 
If you can love those who hate you then you have truly unlocked the greatest strength. Keep love in 
your thoughts, no matter what happens. The payoff outweighs the difficulties, and should one develop 
the courage necessary to carry through the darkness, then they can only thank themselves for never 
giving up.

I want people who read this to think about this very carefully and slowly:
Nature is so above man that it gives the human being all he/she needs in order to be rewarded or 
punished.

Further clarification Nature in this context does not entail the fauna and flora, rather, nature as in the 
laws of reality or the Creational laws and recommendations. Rewarded and punished does not mean 
something in a religious, biblical sense like father god, rather in the sense that by utilizing the 
knowledge of natural order, its processes and applying these things in the practical life - one unlocks 
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the necessary wisdom to go about making their lives successful and rewarding. Punished in this context
means misuse and continued, degenerative pendulum effects against natural order. 

User Posted:
“When we sit down to meditate, whatever arises in our minds we look at directly, call it ‘thinking’ and 
go back to the simplicity and immediacy of the breath. Again and again, we return to pristine awareness
free from concepts. Meditation practice is how we stop fighting with ourselves, how we stop struggling
with circumstances, emotions or moods.” - Pema Chodron

User Posted:
“An eye for eye only ends up making the whole world blind.” - Mahatma Gandhi

October 11, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 63: Affirmations, Group Meditations, and The Importance  
of Like-Minded
Meditation and experience are life's best teachers, and while meditation has various sub-forms, the 
most important and critical in regards to proper consciousness development and by extension, spiritual 
evolution, concerns that of the Void-Meditation or the letting go entirely of thoughts, circumstances, 
situations and so forth. This can be done in several different ways, including utilizing visualization 
techniques, mantras and affirmations as vehicles (tools) which carry the human being into the 
thoughtlessness (not to be confused with impulsiveness) or the 'void'. Group meditations greatly 
amplify this effect, especially if there are advanced or adept meditation practitioners in the circle. This 
is also aided by extension based on the like-minded individuals who can promote a greater or worse 
environment for meditative practices, lifestyle, modes of thinking etc. which leads to the conclusion 
that the human being must be very careful with their associations. This is a very jam-packed episode 
filled with a variety of topics and subtopics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=opdzvt-i6ms

User Posted:
The might of thoughts are something that aren't just used once and you can say hooray you did it! You 
have to work on it to change them for the better just like the Earth changes gradually. It is also 
something that you must put effort in to be able to clean your mind and know the impulses to think or 
what expectation you might make happen to yourself. Through it, willing to get a better paycheck or 
make a dream happen isn't going to happen just like that and appear out of nowhere at some point. You 
must use the might of your thoughts to know that you can achieve that dream. Saying you can't is using
the might of thoughts which is you thinking you can't do it. Though willing might of thoughts/impulses 
on to your boss for that better paycheck could work, like a jedi mind-trick.

User Posted:
“The only people who are mad at you for speaking the truth are those people who are living a lie.” 
- Author Unknown

User Posted:
“Throw me to the wolves and I will return leading the pack.” - Humankind Society
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User Posted:
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it is 
the only thing that ever has.” - Margaret Mead

User Posted:
“Always Remember, You are beautiful. You are worthy. You are important. You are special. You are 
unique. You are talented. You are irreplaceable and you are enough.” 
- Facebook.com/ThinkPositivePower

October 12, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 64: Even The Damned Deserve Love / Outrage Culture  
The outrage-mob-based culture has become so ingrained in regular societal practices across much of 
the world, especially in America, that it's easy for people to become offended at the drop of a hat and 
misconstrue words, meanings, articles, videos, presentations, entertainment, sciences etc. in a 
completely wrong, slanderous and misleading light. Indeed, even the so-called damned, the artificial, 
the psychopaths, the murderers, the horrible ones, the powers that be and so forth, deserve love, 
understanding and compassion too. Of course this should not be in a stupid, unwise manner where one 
sacrifices themselves to a ridiculous degree. One must know when to put their foot down but it must 
never but out of hate, rather, always out of love, understanding and wisdom.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJgp-99X_8s

User Posted:
“Anybody can sympathize with the sufferings of a friend, but it requires a very fine nature to 
sympathize with a friend’s success.” - Oscar Wilde

User Posted:
“The first to awaken are often disgraced long before they are embraced. Being wakened from a slumber
is not always welcomed by those clinging to the final moments of sleep.” - Jeannine Sanderson

User Posted:
“Discussions are always better than arguments, because an argument is to find out who is right, and a 
discussion is to find out what is right.” - Author Unknown

October 13, 2019

#PSI   Guardian w/ Hannac and Jedi Reach - Episode 9  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnOjvDKMqWs

User Posted:
May each and every person who reads this discover the power, truth, wisdom, and love that is within 
them.

User Posted:
One doesn't need anything but themselves to discover nature. Nature is not the fauna and the flora 
because the fauna and flora are simply its representatives. Nature is the inherent way it is therefore it is 
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always the truth even when applied in various contexts. The plant, animal, tree etc has been affected by 
mankind's actions and thus changed and the best representation of nature is by investigating the self 
and discovering what the self is and how it is animated. 

User Posted:
If you are doing the correct and appropriate things in your life, following your inner voice, staying 
resilient then friends, allies, comrades, and supporters will come to your aid, assist you and be by your 
side. 

User Posted:
You are the truth of life. All things are within you and representing it in your own individual, unique 
and personal way. There is no need to look at anything but within and represent the truth.

October 14, 2019

It is of the utmost importance that the human being never gives up, especially when he/she has been 
through his/her tribulations and trials. As a matter of fact, one should almost rejoice that they actually 
have difficulties, problems, errors and so forth, for if the human being takes a proper stance - that is 
the stance to understand and investigate their path and to continue striving toward it having the best 
relative-positive outcome, then he/she is able to gain the necessary insight, knowledge and wisdom in 
order to go about mastering and neutralizing their issues. The human being therefore gains wisdom, 
and had he/she given up and wallowed in sadness, doubt, fear, beating-down of the self etc. to the point
of letting themselves go or even giving in to suicide, then how would he/she even have the chance to 
live again in a new chapter, utilizing the love, knowledge and wisdom that they've gained? 

If only the human being would come to this realization that the life constantly pushes the human being 
to strive and be better, and each expansion and contraction of this life-pulsing (aphorism) acts as the 
driving force of evolution which, allows the human being to become even better and greater upon the 
next expansion or chapter of their lives. 

This word, 'spiritual', is not even a good word to describe spiritual-nature. Same applies for 'spirit' 
because the spirit itself is closer to a psychic-self-aware-creative-awakening-energy that is set in 
another dimension from the physical. Yet the physical itself gets classified as 'non-spiritual' which is 
also nonsense because everything is 'Creational', just at different densities, condensations, forms etc. 

User Posted:
“We have all been placed on this Earth to discover our own path. And we will never be happy if we live
someone else’s idea of life.” - Science & Metaphysics

User Posted:
*Replace “soul” with “innermost voice” and you get the idea.
“I have been a seeker and I still am, but I stopped asking the books and the stars. I started listening to 
the teaching of my soul.” - Rumi
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User Posted:
“Stop looking outside for scraps of pleasure or fulfillment, for validation, security, or love – you have a
treasure within that is infinitely greater than anything the world can offer.” - Eckhart Tolle

User Posted:
Spirituality: The science of the ghost-in-the-machine and how to program the clown in the mirror.
Also called ghost-hacking.
Either you program yourself or somebody else will do it for you.

User Posted:
One of the greatest joys is knowing the truth that life is constantly pushing the human being to 
breakthrough and utilize what has been learned in wise application. 

This might sound like an understatement but this… is incredible.
To know you have the chance again?
To not give up?
Life is incredible friends. INCREDIBLE.

October 15, 2019

One cannot efficiently love, protect, care, nurture and honor others if they do not love, protect, nurture,
honor and care for their true self. The development of a relationship to one's self; essentially becoming
one's own best friend and forgiving the self for whatever has happened is of vital importance in order 
to take a positive stance on life; leading to a healthy, joyful, wise and knowledgeable living that is 
eager, curious and excited for life. 

User Posted Article:
Society Is Made Of Narrative. Realizing This Is Awakening From The Matrix.
https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/society-is-made-of-narrative-realizing-this-is-awakening-
from-the-matrix-787c7e2539ae

User Posted:
Spiritual science (i.e. Geisteswissenschaft) is knowledge of techniques and tools to properly operate 
the clown found in the mirror. 

User Posted:
“We are all visitors to this time, this place. We are just passing through. Our purpose here is to observe, 
to learn, to grow, to Love … and then we Return home.” - Author Unknown

October 18, 2019

User Posted:
“Life itself is your teacher, and you are in a state of constant learning.” - Bruce Lee
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User Posted:
A further meaning results from our unique, specific characteristic of the ability to smile and laugh, with
which we please our fellow man and ourselves. When we smile or laugh, you know it doesn’t just make
us glad, but others too, just like when others make themselves and us cheerful with their smile and 
laughter. Nothing is better than a genuine smile and a good laugh. It’s remarkable how such simple 
things like laughing and smiling can totally turn someone’s thought process around.

October 19, 2019

User Posted:
“If you always put limits on everything you do, physical or anything else, it will spread into your work 
and into your life. There are no limits. Only plateaus, and you must not stay there, you must go beyond 
them.” - Bruce Lee

User Posted:
“Everything will work out in the end. You don’t need to know how. You just have to trust that it will.” 
- Author Unknown

User Posted:
“Choose not a life of imitation.” - Red Hot Chili Peppers, Can’t Stop

October 20, 2019

User Posted Video:
Practical Meditation - A History & How To Meditate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r05gCSJ8iH0

User Posted Video:
Why Meditate? | Change your Brain's Default Mode
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAVPDYhW_nw

User Posted:
“Never forget that the most powerful force on Earth is Love.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
“Be yourself. The world will adjust.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
“We are stars wrapped in skin, the light you are seeking has always been within.” - Rumi

October 21, 2019

User Posted:
“Modern physics has shown that the rhythm of creation and destruction is not only manifest in the turn 
of the seasons and in the birth and death of living creatures, but is also the very essence of inorganic 
matter.” - Author Unknown
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User Posted:
“If one is forever cautious, can one remain a human being?” - Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

The artist acts, When the world cries. The artist makes us laugh.

“Never underestimate the power of stupid people in large groups.” - George Carlin
The artist acts, When hope is lost. The artist brings hope to life.
The artist acts, When war and terror plague the land. The artist gives us peace.
The artist acts, When we are fearful. The artist shows us bravery.
The artist acts, When the truth is lost. The artist brings it to the surface.

“One drop of truth can outweigh an ocean of lies.” - Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 

User Posted:
“What gets us into trouble is not what we don’t know. It’s what we know for sure that just ain’t so.” 
- Mark Twain

October 22, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 65: Self-Acceptance  
The true self-acceptance first and foremost begins from the true "I", that is to say, the true inherent 
Creational nature that is within the human being which works to animate and give life to the 
consciousness. By understanding the truth of the self, one can allow this love, knowledge, truth and 
wisdom to flow downwards to the consciousness like a waterfall, and as the thoughts are the creator of 
the physical reality, the thoughts then become imbued with the love-power and wisdom of Creation, 
thereby creating a Creational-based consciousness, inevitably leading to the physical self-acceptance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZuJcHjyZedQ

The most important thing to 'save the world' so to speak, is to return to natural order and LIVE, not just 
study or be fascinated, but live in the directives of Creation.

User Posted:
“Every time you think a loving thought, you literally bless all realms of Creation.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
“We should be lifting each other up and cheering each other on, not trying to outshine one another. The 
sky would be awfully dark with just one star.” - Stacie

October 23, 2019

User Posted:
Walk freely, but carefully.
Give others room to walk,
But not walk all over you.
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User Posted:
Live as if today was your last but carry yourself as if you were to live forever.

October 24, 2019

Healthy Evolution of Earth requires The "Spiritual" 
Earth mankind has long lost their way to the source of all things; that is to say, the truth of all truths 
which is that of The Creation and the order, structure and ways of how it works and how the human 
being is affected by it. The earth man has long given up their natural knowledge of nature; effectively, 
Creation, which can be described with many names - The Power, The Source, Universal 
Consciousness, ALL-Spirit, and even 'God', which is of course a mistaken wording. Nevertheless, what 
the human being says versus what they emit in energy provides a significant difference. This is why it 
is possible and unfortunately the case that human beings who may say the word Creation, along with 
other affirmations, correct mantras, prayers etc. such as the Nokodemion prayer could be saying the 
exact words or looking at the spiritual teaching symbols yet this will have little to no effect, and in 
some cases even work negatively and bring about religious behaviors if the the energy behind the 
words - that is to say, the true might-power of the consciousness is not directed in a manner that is of 
true noble, pure, sincere intent toward the application of Creational knowledge. 
https://www.patreon.com/psiproductions to read more!

The consciousness is the tool of the spirit; thus the thinking in all its variations are the necessary factors
for the working out and the arrival point of equalization - the food for the spirit.

User Posted:
“The problem is not that people are uneducated. The problem is that they are educated just enough to 
believe what they’ve been taught. And not educated enough to question what they’ve been taught.”
- Author Unknown

User Posted:
“Silence is essential. We need silence, just as much as we need air, just as much as plants need light. If 
our minds are clouded with words and thoughts, there is no space for us.” - Thich Nhat Hanh

October 26, 2019

User posted:
“Sometimes you have to let go of the picture of what you thought it would be like and learn to find joy 
in the story you are actually living.” - Rachel Marie Martin

October 27, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 66: Regressive Behaviors, Triggers, Bad Thoughts and   
Feelings
The human being is completely in control of their lives and destiny, even if they are unaware of this 
crucial fact. The Creation (ALL-Spirit) has already imbued the human being with the necessary life-
enabling energies so that the consciousness can perform its duty in order to bring about spiritual 
evolution. However, often, because of the pre-programmed behaviors, beliefs, educations, upbringings 
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and so forth, the human being has lost his/her knowledge that everything which he/she experiences can 
be converted (transmuted) into the good and positive-equalized. What matters the most is not the 
situation or the fact of the matter, rather the stance, and through taking an equalized-optimistic stance, 
the human being can take any experience and utilize it for the good in order to build an upright, 
consistently good life which is aware, in control and steering their destiny.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cMNTV3jKsZU

The more one applies might of thought in their life, the more they will realize they are absolutely on the
right evolutionary track. Not only will you gain more confidence in the use of might of thoughts but 
you can and will eventually be able to heal yourself from any kind of cold, headaches, aches, pains, all 
the things that bother normal everyday people in the world. The whole system of healthcare is based on
Doctors and man-made mixtures of chemicals typically mimicked from the Flora and Fauna. But, they 
are man-made, which means they are typically prone to errors because regular humans do not 
understand the body. They think they do, but they only read from a book like any other student and try 
their best and learn from experiences with patients. But at the end of the day, they are not that patient. 
Some doctors may care about their patients, but those are far and few between, because most are 
worried about student loans they have to pay off, their own family, what bar they're going to meet after 
work, or being worked too much and paid too little. So essentially, you when you give up your power 
over yourself to a Doctor/Nurse etc, you are asking for the effects of their treatment. Now this 
treatment usually is in the form of antibiotics, other medications that typically only treat symptoms but 
not the underlying cause. ALL diseases on this planet are man-made causes. So, when you're staring 
into the mirror, remember, you have the power to change your way of thinking for the best results. The 
only instance that I would say for going to the Doctors/Hospital is in a life-death scenario. But even 
then you still have the power of might at your disposal. Don't let anyone tell you that they know better 
than you, because you know about Creation and the Truth, whereas they're too wrapped up in their 
material lives to even look. 

User Posted:
“The truth has a certain sound, a vibration that resonates in the soul and the Universe itself.” 
- Sherolynn Braegger

User Posted:
Why settle for just the moon when you can reach for the stars... Too many people just settle for small 
gains and never strive further for the real rewards. 

User Posted:
“If you focus on the hurt, you will continue to suffer. If you focus on the lesson, you will continue to 
grow.” - Unknown Author

User Posted:
“When you follow the crowd you lose yourself, but when you follow your spirit you will lose the 
crowd. Eventually your spirit tribe will appear, but do not fear the process of solitude. Embrace and 
trust the process.” - @righthandpath

User Posted:
“The greatest trick ever played was to have us search externally for our savior when we are here to save
ourselves.” - Author Unknown
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User Posted:
“The brain does not create consciousness, but consciousness created the brain, the most complex 
physical form on Earth, for its expression.” - Eckhart Tolle

User Posted:
“Under the Scorpio New Moon, I honor the cycles of death and rebirth. I let whatever needs to come 
and I allow whatever needs to go. I do not clench with fear, I do not allow my heart to hold, I surrender,
I accept, and I move through what is. May grace guide me, may fortune favor me, and no matter what 
struggles I face, may I rise.” - Author Unknown

User Posted:
“The advanced Hermetists seek a higher plane of mental action, and by dominating their moods, 
emotions, impulses and feelings, they create for themselves new characters, qualities and powers, by 
which they overcome their ordinary environment, and thus become practically players instead of mere 
Pawns. Such people help to play the game of life, instead of being moved about this way and that way 
by stronger influences and powers and wills. They use the Principle of Cause and Effect, instead of 
being used by it.” - Three Initiates

User Posted Video:
Rick Strassman MD, author of DMT: The Spirit Molecule, interviewed by Graham Hancock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZE_8baBBwQ

October 28, 2019

Operation: Awakened
Today marks the first round of the PSI: Awakened changes. There will be several changes to ranks, 
roles, rules, and an overhaul to PSI Cortex's systematic structure. During this time it is possible some 
folks may experience missing roles or misplacement, along with the channels appearing strange etc. 
Not to worry, all will be fixed. If you have any questions or you may have been accidentally placed on 
a wrong rank / your access has been limited etc. please feel free to speak up. 

Mission Statement (Updated)
PSI is a creative-spiritual and lifestyle intelligence collective that acts as a docking station for the 
evolved, and those striving to evolve to the highest relative perfection of their lives utilizing the 
knowledge and wisdom of the Universal Consciousness and its laws and recommendations. PSI 
contains access to advanced knowledge and topics regarding the Universal-Consciousness, spirit and 
spiritual knowledge, natural laws and recommendations, discussion and utilization of these forces in 
daily, practical life, in addition to intelligence such as propaganda studies, sciences; chemistry, 
astronomy, technology, physics, sociology, psychology, linguistics, math and logic, and many more. 
PSI also contains a creative wing dedicated toward inspiration, creativity, motivation and positive-
equalized lifestyles. PSI grants members to intertwine with creating music, books, films, and other 
creative and artistic projects and interests. In addition, PSI also carries a gaming section dedicated 
toward gamers which is available for free. PSI is a place for pure knowledge and wisdom, where like-
minded brothers and sisters around the world come together to create a better version of themselves, 
humanity and the world around them. All projects and initiatives are dedicated toward the formation of 
the greatest-self which inevitably leads to a better world at large. PSI includes multiple sectors such as 
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PSI Life, Information, Community, Initiatives, Publishing, Gaming, YouTube, Videos, and acts as a 
digital base representing many different peoples of various backgrounds and cultures united as one. 

Major PSI Overhaul: Operation "Awakened." 
Several core elements and systematic structures of PSI and its channels have been made in order to 
upgrade the quality of work and respect the tremendous amount of beneficial information, activities 
and interests which PSI provides to the world. 
I 
- #ranks has been completely updated and changed. Please click the channel for further information. - 
Several ranks and roles may have been joined, downgraded, upgraded or deleted.
- @PSI Core 's importance has risen tremendously.
- #psi-chronicles also remains free information to the public that acts as a taster for further PSI content. 
- Several articles have been unpinned across multiple channels.
- Some channels have been moved and their names, changed.
- Some users have had their rank or role changed. 
II 
- PSI Patreon is now directly connected to the PSI Discord. New members purchasing memberships 
will have their ranks / roles automatically updated. 
- PSI Patreon is now directly connected to the PSI YouTube, Facebook and Twitter.
- PSI now requires a membership fee of at least @PSI Patron in order to access its base-level content. 
General meditations, including the information through #spiritual remains free to the public. Please 
refer to #support or visit https://www.patreon.com/psiproductions for more information on how to 
access these ranks. 
III 
- It is possible for some members who cannot afford to utilize @Zero 's leveling system to gain access 
to some ranks and roles, though it is possible that the members could be rejected based on @PSI Core 
's decision.
- @PSI Patron can be unlocked alternatively by reaching level 75.
- @PSI Veteran can be unlocked alternatively by reaching level 100.
- @PSI Core can be unlocked alternatively by reaching level 150.

Overhaul 10/28/2019
All PSI ranks and roles have been overhauled based on user-engagement, time allocation, observation 
and analysis. Several former roles have been removed or combined. All PSI roles remain of humane, 
fair origin, stemming only for the growth, sustainment and management of PSI. Ranks and roles are 
completely neutral and there is no form of dictatorship, might over others or any ruling classes. 
Leading and management roles work solely towards the balance and prosperity of the organization. 
Egoism, might over others etc. is strictly forbidden Q: What is the difference between a rank and a 
role? A: A rank is the specific branch a member is dedicated toward. Roles are color changes or minor 
information which may be exclusive to Patronage or leveling up.

RANKS
@PSI Chief Commander is the rank given to the chief executive leader of PSI who protects, manages 
and directs the organization and enforces its #rules . @PSI Chief Commander executes the will of 
@PSI Core who discuss all changes and comes to a democratic agreement within an allotted period of 
time based on the specific changes that are brought to the table. @PSI Chief Commander is allowed at 
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any time to cancel any project if it does not adhere to the #rules and, or, the agreement of @PSI Core , 
as long as the execution of the @PSI Chief Commander is of a beneficial, protective nature to PSI 
ideals and PSI continuation. 

Requirements 
- Bare minimum of 7 years in PSI
- Lifetime dedication toward PSI and PSI interests
- Requires @PSI Titan
- Requires @PSI Advanced Spiritual
- Requires @PSI Core
- Requires @PSI Intel
- Requires @PSI Patron
- Application process must be submitted through #management and must be reviewed by current Titan
and Core members who must come to an agreement on the decisions based off the following factors:
- Capability of the person in question in regards to mental stability, adequate knowledge, love and 
wisdom, along with dedication toward Creational-order
- Leadership capability and management
- Social and organizational skills

@PSI Titan is the rank given to the leaders of PSI who must also adhere and enforce the #rules like the
@PSI Chief Commander . However, @PSI Titan is firstly dedicated toward the members who are both 
willing and striving for the highest relative advancement and perfection. This is the highest 
evolutionary-advancement-based rank in PSI and is only given to members who are absolutely 
dedicated and committed toward the highest possible self-evolution, knowledge, wisdom, and by 
extension, the sustainment, protection and continuation of PSI. @PSI Titan has exclusive access to the 
Titan section. 

Requirements 
- Bare minimum of 7 months in PSI - Requires @PSI Advanced Spiritual
- Requires @PSI Core
- Requires @PSI Intel
- Requires @PSI Patron
- Application process must be reviewed by current Titan and Core members. This application may be 
submitted through #management in the Core section. In addition, the applicant must submit a written 
file which explains why they wish to join @PSI Titan along with a list of skills they can provide and 
bring to the table.

@PSI Core is the rank given to the members of PSI who act as the democratic governing body of PSI 
and discusses, proposes and evaluates changes, prosperity, continuation, sustainment and protection of 
PSI. @PSI Core gains access to all channels with the exception of the Titan section and #advanced-
spiritual. In addition, @PSI Core gains access to the Core section which contains #management and 
#core-discussion. 

Requirements 
- Bare minimum of 3 months in PSI or Level 150
- Requires @PSI Patron
- Dedication toward PSI and PSI interests
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- Application process must be reviewed by current Core members. This application may be submitted 
through #patron-chat and must include the real name, photo identity or national ID of the person, in 
addition to a written file explaining why the member wants to become @PSI Core, what they can bring
to the table, along with list of skills or support, including finances, which can help and benefit the 
organization.

@PSI Patron
Entry level subscription. Gain access to several new categories and channels unavailable to public 
which include the following: 

PSI LIFE: #patron-chat for personalized conversation with other Patrons 

PSI PROJECTS: #goals, a channel for members to set and encourage goals. #academy, a channel for 
the creation and discussion of PSI education courses both digitally and physically, #author-writing 
which allows sneak peaks of the upcoming PSI books. 

PSI SOCIETY: #dreaming, a channel for discussion of dreams and interpretation of them, #parenting 
for tips and advice on parenthood, #relationships for discussion, tips and advice regarding relationships.

PSI TRADING / INVESTMENTS: #crypto, a channel for discussion on cryptocurrencies, #other-
investments, which discusses all other investments including the stock market. 

@PSI Intel
Advanced Level Subscription. In addition to the benefits from PSI Patron, gain access to the advanced 
category PSI INTEL, which includes the following: 

#math-and-logic 
#physics 
#chemistry 
#terraforming 
#biohacking 
#archaeology-history 
#propaganda-studies 
#sociology 
#psychology 
#linguistics 
#face-reading 
#files 

@PSI Advanced Spiritual
Spiritual Level Subscription. In addition to the benefits from PSI Patron and PSI Intel, gain access to 
advanced spiritual knowledge, which include the following: 

Access to the #advanced-spiritual channel. 
#advanced-spiritual contains advanced information regarding the spirit, Universal-Consciousness, 
material-consciousness, discussion of natural laws and recommendations of the Universal 
Consciousness and many more. 
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#advanced-spiritual also gives access to exclusive videos, lectures and answers which thoroughly 
explain the content and how to apply higher spiritual knowledge and cognition in daily, practical 
life. 

Gain access to advanced meditation practices, affirmations and consciousness-programming tips 
and books available exclusively to this tier. 

@PSI Couple
This is an exclusive role only available to couples, married peoples, partnerships etc. If selected, it
is mandatory that the Patron of this rank states their username and partner's username in 
#patron-chat on the PSI Cortex Discord. 

This role gains the following benefits: 

- All of PSI Patron's access
- All of PSI Intel's access
- All of PSI Advanced Spiritual access
- In addition to the PSI Couple color for the couple connected to this rank, available exclusively on the 
PSI Cortex Discord.

@PSI Ultimate Support
This is a donation-based rank which gains access to the following benefits: 
- All of PSI Patron's access
- All of PSI Intel's access
- All of PSI Advanced Spiritual access
- In addition, patrons of this rank gain an exclusive 'Ultimate Support' title available only on the PSI 
Discord with a highlighted color.

@PSI AI is the rank given to our robots @Zero @Daemon @4-Rings who perform specific tasks to 
ensure Discord stability and management. 
@PSI Chronicler is the role given to the one who chronicles the monthly events and newsletter of PSI. 
@PSI Veteran is the role given to members over level 100. This role gains access to certain channels 
naturally. 
@PSI Psionic is the role given to members who engage, discuss and practice psionic abilities. 
@PSI Gamer is for our gamers and gaming section. 
@Unranked is the public rank all new joiners receive.

#PSI   Operation "Awakened" Announcement  
A video overview of how the new membership donations will work as well as a summary of benefits 
based on choice of membership on Patreon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8sRjvc5t9A

User Posted:
“The Kingdom of Heaven is within you; and whosoever shall know himself shall find it.” 
- Egyptian Proverb
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October 30, 2019

#PSI   Advanced Spiritual 1: Higher Evolution = Greater Freedom  
The human being must not only learn but develop themselves into becoming a completely autonomous 
being, in control and steering their destiny both in this and subsequent lifetimes through utilization and 
harnessing of spiritual knowledge. Through spiritual knowledge, one is able to implement the laws and 
directives of Creation in physical expression. It becomes less and less about influences, both positive 
and negative, which could include good pictures, sayings, affirmations etc. and on the flipside, bad 
pictures, sayings and affirmations, and more and more about choice how to make whatever is coming at
the human being, into good, usable and progressive.
h  ttps://www.patreon.com/psiproductions   – Become a member today to view this video!

October 31, 2019

#PSI   Live w/ Jedi Reach 67: Perception; Information Intake, American and   
Americanized Influence
The stance regarding the life and how all information, thoughts, feelings, emotions, experiences etc. are
taken is crucial to stable, good, and progressive consciousness development. Often because of the past, 
especially in regard to trauma, abuse, slander, attacks, betrayals, dealings with peoples and their modes 
of expressions and living etc., the human being can develop an adaptation to, in some cases, become 
overly too defensive and untrusting, blocking the possibility of any good from occurring. The 
Americanized culture is the heart of drama, and while dramatic perceptions aren't limited solely to 
Americanized cultures, America has certainly done its job of spreading this overly-dramatic influence 
across the world in regard to the intake of information.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWNeILBmLmE

Other PSI Links

Join us on Patreon:
https://www.patreon.com/psiproductions
Join us on our PSI Cortex:
https://discord.gg/3pkCgVw
Our website:
https://www.psiraise.com/
Join us on our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/peaceseekingintelligence/
Follow us on Twitter:
@psiraise
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